Jenny Field Speaker and Presenter at the National Maths Hub Conference

London's six government funded Maths Hubs joined forces to host The Power of Six conference last month, showcasing the best in evidence informed practice in maths education across all phases, from early years to university.

The event attracted over 400 delegates from across the maths community, and speakers included Sir Kevan Collins, Chief Executive of Education Endowment Fund and newly appointed "evidence champion" for the government's opportunity areas; Jane Jones HMI, Ofsted's National Lead for Mathematics; Vanessa Pittard, former Assistant Director, Curriculum & Standards, DfE and Debbie Morgan, Director for Primary, NCETM.

Our own Jenny Field represented Primary Mathematics Teacher Education here at the University of Greenwich by delivering a paper entitled ‘Creative Approaches to Mastering Algebra’. This was very well received and delivered twice, due to numbers wanting to attend. This also provides an opportunity to showcase the enterprise and research projects that Jenny is leading for the National Maths Hubs this year. A very enjoyable and thought provoking day!